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Pictured above left (lower) the
mayor of Felixstowe Nick Barber
and the Mayor of Wesel, join the
match officials and team captains
before the kick-off, as part of a
weekend of celebrations between
the twinned towns.

That long and winding road I wrote
about in the early days of the
season is finally coming to the last
couple of twists and turns, as the
2017/18 season reaches its finale.
 With two sides still vying for the
title as we go into the final week,
the third placed side could possibly
have a major say in where the
crown finally rests.

Who said Non-League football
was boring!

A major factor without doubt
this season has been the home
support, which has averaged
around the 380 mark, plus
significantly boosting away
venues on a regular basis,
often outnumbering the home
supporters, plus of course our
facilities which have made it all
possible.

Walsham Le Willows have
nearly always proved a difficult

hurdle for us to get over, with a resolute attitude instilled in them by manager Paul Smith,
who graced the Goldstar Ground, then known as the Town Ground when he was a tad
younger, before moving to Sudbury Town to become one of the most prolific scorers in East
Anglia during the late 80’s early 90’s.  

With league leaders Coggeshall heading the table by a clear four points, and Stowmarket
churning out wins, trying to close the gap between us and them, there was plenty riding on
this game, and my old adage came to mind before the game…



‘When the going gets tough,
the tough get going!’ and of
course that other saying,

“Come on you Seasiders!”

When Referee Chris Horsman
blew his whistle to bring the
game to a close, it was as
though the Goldstar ground
itself released a huge sigh of
relief as 450 supporters
realised, ‘The Seasiders were
promoted!’

It marked an historic moment for
the club, achieving promotion with
two games to go, and cued the
celebrations knowing the side
would be playing Step 4 football
next season.

The side have showed great
character in recent weeks, after
losing their momentum and
slipping to three consecutive home
defeats. It could have all gone

wrong from there, but they have
dug deep and produced seven
straight wins, without conceding a
goal, so anything this side
achieves will have been earnt
through hard work and a fantastic
team spirit.

They got off to the perfect start,
scoring inside the first four minutes
and it was Joe Francis who met
Stuart Boardley’s lobbed cross into

the Walsham penalty area to head down past the Willows debutant goalkeeper Dellan
Morgan for the opener. It was 2-0 before the clock reached 15 minutes, with Kye Ruel
reacting quickest to a blocked shot from Scott Chaplin that Morgan pushed away but only as
far as Ruel, who drilled it back past the ‘keeper.

Those early goals settled the nerves, giving the home side freedom to play, although it was
by no means one-way traffic. Walsham were well in the game, enjoying good spells of
possession in the first half and testing Danny Crump just before the half hour, forcing him to



push the ball round the post for a
corner.

The Walsham chances were few,
despite those good spells of
possession while at the other end,
the Seasiders should have made
more of the chances they created,
with Sam Ford’s close control
causing the Walsham defence
problems. He ended one flowing
move firing inches over Morgan’s
bar, and saw another effort cleared

off the line before the break.

Walsham started the second
period strongly, forcing the
Seasiders to defend, and Crump
had to work hard to maintain his
six match unblemished record,
twice at full stretch to turn goal-
bound efforts round the post for
corners.

When Jamal Wiggins provided the
precision pass for Francis to add

the third just before the hour, the game was effectively won as the visitors visibly faded from
that point.

70th minute substitute, Miles
Powell, marked his return from
injury by adding the 4th with ten
minutes left, and Francis
completed his hat-trick in the
closing minutes after Ford had
caught out the Walsham defence
with a quick break to set Francis
up.

Callum Bennett, who had replaced
Ruel, completed the scoring in time
added on by the referee after
Morgan had blocked the initial shot, to start the celebrations as news filtered through of
leaders Coggeshall’s defeat at Newmarket.

The results set up Tuesday’s clash at the Goldstar between the top two, with just one point
now separating first from second as the season heads into a thrilling final week.



      

      



Tweet

Not a game to miss with so much riding on it - the last four seasons have seen the
Seasiders finish 3rd, 5th, 4th and 2nd… there’s just one top five spot missing from
their CV. Whatever the outcome on Tuesday, we both still have one game to play - a
home win or draw takes it into Saturday, an away win sees the visitors crowned
champions!
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